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la ths first few p&gss of this dissertation, an attempt has

been made to disclose the desirability and necessity of demising inte
lligence tests particularly for one undeveloped countries, in contest
of their social and cultural conditions.

She position and the general

stand-point in regard to intelligence testing in India has been indi
cated and the scope of the present investigation has been defined*

In the second chapter, a resvi®?/ of the earlier historical
background that led to the development of the present theories

of

intelligence has been attempted.

In the third chapter, the influence of the environmental
factors and ithe methods of quantification of intaPsctual performance,
upon the test scores have been discussed, with a special reference
to the modifiability of the scores obtained by th© use of some
these specific methods.

of

A knowledge of these has been considered t©

be helpful in understanding divergence between the actually obtained
and the predicted scores in the present investigation* TiWe «"23(<0,15!315&
•

She fourth chapter gives a complete description of

the

design of th© investigation, selection of the sample, th© statistics
employed, a description of the selected tests with their standard

•

•

methods of adainistraiten and scoring,

A detailed description of the

criterion tost has also been added to this chapter,
•

The fifth chapter contains details of the statistical findings,
the nature.of the distributions, intoreorrelaiions, partial and multiple
correlations, multiple regression equations through partial correlations

p

and standard deviavicns and also through the
coeffioiant's; the standard
error of prediction and factorial analysis. The factorial analysis was
carried out from the pooied-int ercorrelation matrixes.

The pooling

of

the matrices wee done by the Fisher* 8 s transformation to eondense the
15 age-groups into 3 stages, each, stage containing 5 ege-groups, roughly
corresponding to stages of development the pr®-adolescanc© (8 to 12)
years, the adolescence 13 to 17 years sad the post-adolescence 18 to 22
years of age*

Factor analysis by Thurst one* s Centroid method gave at-

least two factors, - a general factor, most probably of tn© nature of
* g*, and another, probably a non-verbal-organizational factor, error
factor or indication of other factors may be found, but was not statis
tically significant in this analysis, and could not be demonstrated in
'
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view of ’the limited nature of the<j$&a for thisiof analysis.

The following conclusions were drawn &om the findings of this
investigation. *

